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Ireland.   Up to a time within living memory, voters
were driven to the poll by their landlords' bailiffs
under threat of eviction.    When this form of pressure
was defeated, it was beaten very largely by counter-
pressure :    intimidation, moral,   physical,   and   even
spiritual, was not spared.   Even within this century,
though there was no very serious interference with
voting, when a contest occurred the methods of faction
fights were liable to recur.   And .in effect, the main
issue was taken for granted,    No serious opposition
; to Home Rule • had been offered in any constituency
..outside .of County Dublin except in Ulster for'more
than a generation, nor could it have been offered
without risk of violent demonstrations.    The demo-
cratic idea manifested itself only in Ireland under the
phase  of  demonstrations  in  support  of  an  agreed
policy:  the idea of appeal to the people to decide an
issue" had been lost.   All this mentality had been
emphasised, while it was complicated, by the ascen-
dancy of a secret organisation.   The I.R.A. had'been
accustomed to give orders and the people to take
orders without questioning.   The struggle with the
British forces was not carried out by any levy en masse :
it was fought in the presence of the Irish people, who
gave countenance and support to the insurgents, but
were not active:   while those who disapproved the
campaign against the police felt  themselves  unable
to give any effect to their disapproval    In short, the
first thing that the Free State had to do was to establish
the idea of liberty.
How slow and difficult the approach to the task was
felt to be may be inferred from the action of General
Collins in May 1922, when at last it was decided to
hold the election, for the holding of which the Treaty
stipulated. By a pact reached with Mr. de Valera,
then leading the opposition to the Treaty, 'he joined
in an appeal to the Irish people to return only a li$t
or panel of candidates recommended by Collins and
de Valera jointly. The effect would have been to

